We’ve
developed a
way to
“soften the blow”

Column Sentry®

Concrete Wrap

keeps your

Blanket
Protection
for Concrete . . .
Concrete columns require constant
maintenance. Every time they are
struck by a tow motor, paint is
scraped. The concrete is cracked
or chipped. Eventually, they must
be replaced altogether. It involves
downtime, man-hours and
material costs.

concrete bases

virtually

maintenance free!

Concrete Wrap, a Sentry Protection
Products innovation, is the answer!
Concrete Wrap is always on guard,
protecting the structural integrity of
your concrete column bases as well
as your tow motors and operators.

www.sentrypro.com

Column Sentry® Concrete Wrap
solves all your concrete base
problems, and it’s:
A blanket of protection
that cushions the blow
Column Sentry Concrete Wrap, is molded from
a semi-flexible, crack-resistant plastic
Thick foam padding absorbs the force of tow
motor impact, protecting your people,
equipment and concrete from damage
The vent holes force air out at a controlled rate,
maintaining its shape and impact resistance
Grips tightly around concrete, minimizing
slippage when hit from any angle
Optimal 2" thickness minimizes impact force
while conserving floor space

Maintenance Free
Eliminates the constant chipping, painting
and maintenance of concrete bases
Waterproof, easy to clean
Chemical-resistant and non-conductive
UV stabilized Bright Safety Yellow plastic is
highly visible and permanently prevents fading
Protects under virtually any condition
and in temperatures down to 0°F
Easily removable

Flexible with a
perfect custom fit
Available in 36", 42" and 48" heights
Multiple kits can be used for larger concrete
applications
Quick, easy installation:
Wrap blankets around concrete, trim off
excess to create a custom fit. Tighten straps
and lock in place.
Perfect for retrofit over your existing
concrete bases
Save time, labor and the cost of other materials

And the call is FREE.
To speak with a Column Sentry representative, call

/
1-888-COLUMN-0.

Sentry Protection Products
16927 Detroint Avenue Suite 3, Lakewood, Ohio 44107, U.S.A.
e-mail: info@sentrypro.com • http://www.sentrypro.com

Unprotected Concrete

Protected with
Concrete Wrap

Each Concrete Wrap kit includes: two-44” wide
blankets and two locking cinch straps, enough to
cover a 24" diameter concrete base.

Extremely Flexible

So versatile, you
can protect from single
concrete bases to large
double or triple concrete bases.

